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Introduction 
Technology revolutions tend to follow each other with ever smaller intervals 
and with increasingly shorter and steeper adoption curves. In the past 20 
years, the four most important transformations of the technology landscape 
have been the internet, open source software, smartphones, and the cloud. 
IDC believes that the next revolution will be the metamorphosis of today's 
typical organization into an "intelligent enterprise," which could be described 
as an artificial intelligence (AI)–enabled enterprise. This may appear to 
discount the enormous amount of human intelligence that is involved in 
running today's businesses, but the point is very specifically that it is the 
enterprise itself, the entity, that will — or needs to — become intelligent.  

One important aspect of transitioning to an intelligent enterprise is the 
ability to quickly develop and deploy AI use cases that are critical for the 
organization. IDC has found that among the many AI use cases that 
businesses require, natural language processing (NLP), recommendation 
engines, and true resolution computer vision are essential.  

These three AI use cases also happen to be among the more challenging ones, demanding expertise, highly performant 
infrastructure, and the right deployment model. Businesses want to be able to launch AI initiatives quickly, either in their 
datacenter behind the firewall or in the cloud, and they strongly prefer to do so on a platform that integrates hardware, 
software, and services with a subscription model. 

This paper discusses what constitutes an AI-enabled enterprise, the nature of the three aforementioned AI use cases, the 
infrastructure and deployment aspects of developing and deploying these use cases, and the services that a relatively 
new company in this space, SambaNova Systems, offers to help organizations on their journey to becoming intelligent 
enterprises.   

  

An intelligent enterprise can continuously learn at scale to reflect on outcomes based on 
that learning and then adapt faster than its competitors. Three core AI use cases, as well 
as the platform they run on, are a critical foundation to achieve these abilities.  

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
»Natural language processing (NLP), 

recommendation engines, and computer 
vision are vital artificial intelligence (AI) 
use cases that drive the journey toward 
enterprise intelligence. 

» The ability to synthesize information from 
these AI use cases, to learn, and to deliver 
insights at scale requires advanced 
performance-intensive computing (PIC). 

»New PIC platforms designed from the 
ground up to run these AI use cases more 
efficiently, leveraging completely different 
compute approaches, are making their 
way into enterprise datacenters, the edge, 
and the cloud. 

AT A GLANCE 
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The Intelligent Enterprise 
What differentiates organizations with greater enterprise intelligence is not just access to or ownership of more data than 
their competitors or better analysis of this data but also the ability to continuously learn at scale, to reflect on and to 
explain outcomes based on that learning and, ultimately, to adapt based on this learning faster than competitors.  
IDC therefore defines enterprise intelligence as an organization's capacity to learn combined with the ability to synthesize 
the information it needs to learn and apply the resulting insights at scale to gain a sustainable competitive advantage or 
an ability to fulfill the organizational mission.  

The benefits of becoming an intelligent enterprise are as follows: 

» Making distinctly better decisions, specifically decisions that consider such complex factors as probabilities and 
uncertainty; that are corrected for both human and machine bias; that are based not just on internal and external 
data but also on contextual human expertise; that automatically strive for constraint-based optimization; that 
leverage and contribute to knowledge networks; and that by default remain within the organization's parameters 
of governance and consistency 

» Better business outcomes due to better decision making, which as a baseline means "remaining relevant" as all 
industries are vulnerable to disruption by emerging AI models that, in turn, inspire new business models; but then 
above that baseline, it means leveraging AI to get to critical insights faster and with greater accuracy, discover and 
open up new revenue streams, and outcompete 

What is involved in realizing an intelligent enterprise? Three considerations are important for establishing the 
organizational and logistical structures that underpin an intelligent, or AI-enabled, enterprise. Businesses need to: 

» Reimagine the role of people in relation to new intelligent systems (whether machines or software outputs) and 
the resulting decision-making processes. For example, advanced AI models that have been designed to respond in 
near real time to market or supply chain events using massive amounts of data from any relevant source, whether 
sensors or social media, operate well beyond the abilities of human analysis. This means that a shift will take place 
in which human resources develop and update the models, ensure on an ongoing basis that they are correct and 
bias free, and either interpret the output to make decisions or — in more advanced models — supervise the 
automatic decision-making process. 

» Continuously invest in strengthening the organization's data culture, advancing employees' data literacy, and 
identifying how to derive value from data. IDC research has found that there are still large differences among 
businesses regarding data culture attributes such as leadership, trust, tools, actions, communication, and the need 
to question data rather than take it at face value. 

» Understand and adopt the full spectrum of available AI technologies. IDC predicts that the market for  
AI hardware, software, and services will reach a quarter trillion dollars by 2024, representing an unprecedented 
marketplace of solutions available to enterprises to advance themselves. In the remainder of this document, we 
focus on the AI infrastructure aspects of transitioning to an intelligent enterprise. 
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What are some of the barriers to realizing an intelligent enterprise? Challenges to AI adoption depend on the maturity of 
the business with regard to implementing AI as follows:   

» For businesses that are just initiating AI, common hurdles are determining the right use case and its ROI, finding the 
skill sets, providing the right infrastructure, setting aside budget, implementing the operational flow from data 
preparation to model training to putting a model into production. The typically high failure rate of AI initiatives can 
also have a discouraging effect on organizations. 

» For businesses that have started moving AI into production, challenges are the life cycle of the model and scaling 
the production environment, which inherently leads to questions of technology, cost, and footprint. 

The Infrastructure Implications of Becoming an Intelligent Enterprise 
Infrastructure choices and deployment scenarios are critical parts of the journey to becoming an intelligent enterprise.  
The infrastructure platform that develops and delivers insights at scale is the constantly humming machine room of the 
intelligent enterprise. Businesses need to translate the key components of the intelligent enterprise to the right AI 
infrastructure characteristics and deployment. Unsuitable AI infrastructure is not the only reason why AI initiatives 
sometimes fail, but it is a prominent one. Taking another look at the pillars of an intelligent, AI-enabled enterprise in light 
of the required infrastructure, IDC sees the following mapping: 

» The ability to synthesize information is the process of converting data into information and then into knowledge — 
the AI infrastructure foundation of this is a platform for data ingest and preparation, typically with an advanced 
data lake that can handle all data types. 

» The capacity to learn refers to the awareness about and the understanding of the relationships among various 
pieces of information and previously developed knowledge as well as their application to a particular problem — 
the underlying AI infrastructure for this is a platform for continuous AI model training, which requires what IDC calls 
performance-intensive computing (PIC). 

» The delivery of insights at scale is defined as having decision support and decision automation capabilities for 
everyone in the enterprise, from executives and managers to analysts and frontline workers and machines. This 
pillar of the intelligent enterprise depends on a platform of continuous near-real-time AI inferencing on complex AI 
models, which also requires PIC. 

Artificial intelligence/machine learning workloads put different demands, in terms of both characteristics and volume, on 
infrastructure than standard workloads. As a result, the constraints of general-purpose infrastructure have become 
painfully clear in the past few years. Indeed, with the widening adoption of AI throughout all industries, IDC has seen a 
significant change in the makeup of the datacenter (or cloud, or edge). Essentially, AI has changed computing in the 
following ways:  

» The emergence of PIC for AI use cases. IDC defines the infrastructure used for performing mathematically 
intensive computations as performance-intensive computing. Mathematically intensive computations are typically 
found in artificial intelligence, modeling and simulation, and Big Data and analytics use cases. PIC is discussed in 
more detail in the next section. 
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» Broad adoption of workload accelerators. Accelerated computing is the ability of a computing platform to 
accelerate applications and workloads by offloading a portion of the core processing functions (which are handled 
by the computers' CPUs) onto adjacent silicon subsystems known as accelerators, such as graphics processing units 
(GPUs), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), and application-
specific standard products (ASSPs), the latter being processors that are application specific (like ASICs) but that are 
sold in the general market (rather than to just one user). Accelerated computing is used for workloads that require 
massively parallelized or highly specific function processing tasks that are not handled efficiently by the CPU. In the 
past few years, an enormous amount of innovation has occurred in the coprocessor space, both from incumbents 
and from a host of start-ups. 

» Function accelerators. In today's basic computing model, the CPU maintains centralized control of most — if not all 
— of the key hardware and software functionality delivered by the computing platform itself. Much like the human 
brain, the CPU also assumes all responsibilities for the integrity of the mathematical calculations that are done on 
that platform. This computing model has started to show its limitations. An alternative approach is to build a 
coprocessor on the computing platform that takes over several of the core processor functions. Crucially, it strips 
away essential low-level security, networking, and storage functionality from the central processor. This reduces 
CPU overhead allocated for these functions, allowing more of the CPU to be used for customer/payload 
application(s).  

» Purpose-built datacenter and edge platforms. AI is not the only workload that has driven computing (and storage) 
toward an increasingly purpose-built infrastructure approach, but it is the most impactful driver today. IDC is seeing 
more and more systems that have been specifically designed and built for AI in datacenter, cloud, and edge 
locations. This goes beyond simply adding memory, faster interconnects, and coprocessors. New platforms that 
have been designed for AI from the ground up, with completely different compute approaches, are making their 
way into on-premises, edge, and cloud datacenters, including new integrated solutions that deliver a complete AI 
infrastructure and software stack, such as dataflow-based computing paradigms that eliminate the latency issues 
of conventional computing, such as off-chip memory access.  

» Future approaches to computing. Neuromorphic computing, optical computing, and quantum computing are on 
accelerated, albeit still long-term, development road maps, promising exponentially increased AI processing 
capabilities. 

Performance-Intensive Computing 
The infrastructure approach toward achieving insights at scale that is gaining traction is the convergence of three 
workloads — data analytics, AI, and modeling and simulation — onto one infrastructure design that IDC calls 
performance-intensive computing. PIC borrows various elements from what is generally known as high-performance 
computing (HPC), but it is focused on the fact that for AI, it is necessary to chop up the workloads into many smaller 
chunks and distribute them in a parallelized fashion within a processor or a coprocessor, within the server, between 
servers in the form of clusters, and between clusters across datacenters or clouds. Figure 1 shows that PIC has attracted 
many workloads that benefit from it.  
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FIGURE 1: Use Cases for Performance-Intensive Computing 

 

n = 187 

Source: IDC's IT Infrastructure Plans for 2021 Survey, December 2020 

 

As Figure 1 illustrates, more than 40% of respondents use PIC for data analytics, 38% use PIC for fraud detection and 
cybersecurity, 33% use PIC for deep learning training, and 32% use PIC for deep learning inferencing. This broad usage 
among a variety of use cases shows that PIC is no longer confined to traditional workloads such as modeling and 
simulation in national labs or academia. It has been democratized and is breaking through as an infrastructure approach 
for some of the most critical workloads that enable businesses to become intelligent enterprises. Some of the 
components of PIC are as follows: 

» Coprocessors that deliver in-processor parallelization with thousands of cores 

» Compute clusters, storage clusters, and Ethernet or Fibre Channel to connect servers and storage 

» InfiniBand or Ethernet to connect clusters as well as fast interconnects to connect processors and coprocessors 

» Software such as openMP, an API for shared memory parallel programming; distributed file systems; OpenACC, 
which is a programming standard for parallel computing; and a software-defined compute layer to see all the 
compute resources as a single element 
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The Four Toughest AI Use Cases for PIC Today 
Among the many AI use cases that businesses are developing, some of the toughest are also the most popular, requiring 
performance-intensive computing. They are as follows: 

» Natural language processing. Transformer-based NLP models are proliferating, and they are challenging even the 
most sophisticated computer systems. One example is Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3), an 
autoregressive language model, developed by AI research lab OpenAI, that uses deep learning to produce  
human-like text. The industry has settled on Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), 
developed by Google, as the preferred transformer-based machine learning technique for NLP. To illustrate how 
massive such a model can become, researchers at Google Brain recently open sourced the Switch Transformer, an 
NLP AI model that scales up to 1.6 trillion parameters.  

Some common NLP tasks are speech recognition, speech synthesis, text to speech, text summarization, 
grammatical error correction, machine translation, natural language generation and understanding, and question 
answering. Each industry that uses NLP will be doing so on a different vocabulary with different terms, phrases, and 
context, and these vocabularies can be extremely large. For example, in the medical industry, the Unified Medical 
Language System (UMLS) of the National Library of Medicine (part of the National Institutes of Health [NIH]) 
contains more than 11 million medical terms. Every imaginable field of expertise has its own corpus of terms, and 
many of them are very large.    

Challenges in NLP often involve speech recognition, natural language understanding, and natural language 
generation, and the infrastructure challenges that businesses run into with NLP include memory limitations, 
insufficient parallelization, batch sizes that are too high, the overhead of kernel-by-kernel execution, and internode 
utilization.  

» Recommendation engines. Recommendation engines are the largest AI use case today. They are impossible to 
avoid in the current digital culture, with automated recommendations penetrating everything from shopping to 
banking to the professional sphere in various industries where the engine will recommend what course of action to 
take in multivariable decision-making events. According to Facebook, 79% of the AI inference cycles in the 
company's production datacenters are devoted to recommendations.   

It is, however, common knowledge that recommendation systems on social media, news sites, and shopping sites 
more often than not fail to achieve their intended purpose, providing recommendations that consumers dismiss 
with a shrug. One of the challenges with recommendation engines is that in order to succeed, they need many  
so-called embeddings, large numerical tables that contain encodings of every feature in the data — for example, 
every user, product, and region. A larger number of embeddings improves accuracy, but it also dramatically 
increases the compute and memory requirements for a recommendation system. 

» Computer vision. Computer vision is the technology that allows computers to gain a high-level understanding of 
digital images or video from such devices as cameras and scanners (e.g., RMI). Like recommendation engines, 
computer vision has become omnipresent in modern life. Applications range from machine vision (e.g., for 
production line monitoring or for navigation in autonomous vehicles) to surveillance, facial recognition, and 
medical imaging. U-Net, developed by the University of Freiburg, is an example of how computer vision is used  
in medical imaging, performing very precise image segmentation and improving the resolution of the output. 
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National labs and organizations in such industries as oil and gas, pharma and life sciences, manufacturing, and 
defense increasingly want to train models with higher resolutions than the standard 4K range — in some cases, 
they are working with 50K x 50K images to train their models. With today's architectures, images of that size need 
to be chopped up into a grid and tiled out, resulting in loss of information at the edges. Also, when an image is 
down sampled, detail is lost. This loss of detail defeats the purpose of a high-resolution image, which is to capture 
precise detail. 

Infrastructure challenges with computer vision include memory limitations that occur when processing high-
resolution images or when requiring high accuracy levels. Slicing an image into independent tiles to process it on 
multiple processors results in lower accuracy. 

» AI for modeling and simulation. Previously in this paper, we discussed the convergence of modeling and 
simulation (HPC) and AI into a similar infrastructure approach labeled as performance-intensive computing. 
Another convergence is taking place between AI and HPC, namely in the application workflow of a simulation  
(e.g., a physics or biomedical simulation). Rather than the entire simulation being run with dual precision on 
standard cores, part of the simulation is being split off to run with low precision on AI frameworks.  

This has been proven to greatly speed up important experiments for such use cases as drug discovery or material 
development, reduce cost per experiment, and facilitate many more experiments on the same infrastructure 
within a given time frame. Also, AI processes are augmenting the simulation, predicting outcomes so that an 
experiment does not have to go through as many cycles. From an infrastructure perspective, to enable such 
offloading of portions of a simulation to an AI model requires extremely high-performance parallel processing 
capabilities. 

The Benefits of a Platform Designed for AI  
IDC is seeing an increase in platforms that are specifically designed for running AI, some further differentiated into 
platforms for AI training and AI inferencing. "Designed for AI" can be interpreted in two ways, however. Most server 
OEMs currently market products based on traditional CPU and coprocessor designs, extra memory, fast interconnects 
and networking, and an AI infrastructure stack (e.g., orchestration, containerization, frameworks, libraries) that are 
labeled as "for AI."  

There is another category of AI platforms, however, that have been designed for AI from the ground up — meaning on 
an AI-specific processor and with a specially designed full stack and set of services on top of that processor in an 
optimized platform. These platforms are relative newcomers in this market, and they are threatening to disrupt the 
industry with extremely compelling performance benchmarks. 

The benefits, especially of these latter systems, are: 

» Performance (NLP/modeling and simulation) 

■ Faster NLP model training and modeling and simulation 

■ Faster go to market 

■ Hence, a distinct competitive advantage 
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» Precision (computer vision) 

■ Better models with higher precision 

■ Greater detail 

■ As a result, higher-quality insights 

» Greater accuracy (recommendation engines) 

■ Better models with greater accuracy 

■ Higher-quality results 

■ Therefore, better customer experience 

» Ease of use 

■ Integration with open source and open standards tools and interfaces 

■ Rapid time to solution, getting models up and running in less than an hour 

■ Out-of-the-box performance and efficiency at scale with no low-level tuning necessary across models 
of all sizes and forms 

Considering SambaNova Systems 
With the objective of democratizing access to AI for global enterprises and public sector organizations, SambaNova 
Systems is an AI innovation company that empowers organizations to deploy advanced solutions for computer vision, 
natural language processing, recommendation, and AI for science. To turn organizations into more competitive AI 
enabled organizations, SambaNova Systems' flagship offering, Dataflow-as-a-Service, is designed to help enterprises and 
organizations rapidly deploy AI in days, potentially unlocking new revenue and helping them boost operational efficiency. 
SambaNova Systems DataScale is an integrated software and hardware system using Reconfigurable Dataflow 
Architecture along with open standards and user interfaces. Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, SambaNova Systems 
was founded in 2017 by industry luminaries and hardware and software design experts from Sun/Oracle and Stanford 
University. Investors include SoftBank Vision Fund 2 and funds and accounts managed by BlackRock, Intel Capital, GV, 
Walden International, Temasek, GIC, Redline Capital, Atlantic Bridge Ventures, Celesta, and several others.  

SambaNova Systems Dataflow-as-a-Service 

SambaNova Systems Dataflow-as-a-Service is an extensible machine learning services platform designed to launch  
AI initiatives quickly and accelerate AI deployments on SambaNova Systems DataScale platform in an organization's 
datacenter for both training and inferencing. The subscription service allows businesses to accelerate their AI initiatives 
by choosing from three specific AI modeling services: NLP, computer vision, or recommendation. 

For NLP GPT, SambaNova Systems Dataflow-as-a-Service enables larger and more sophisticated models, larger 
embeddings beyond sentences, and richer contextual information. Computer vision is improved due to higher-resolution 
images, higher data dimensionality, and greater accuracy without complexity. Recommendation systems on the service 
benefit from higher embedding dimensionality, more flexible batch size options including batch size 1, and faster time to 
higher accuracy. 
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The service features a low-cost entry opex subscription model and provides the important security benefit that all data 
remains behind an organization's firewall. As part of the service, the SambaNova Systems DataScale systems (discussed in 
the next section) are fully managed by SambaNova Systems, addressing the key challenge of talent for many organizations. 

SambaNova Systems DataScale 

SambaNova Systems DataScale is a complete, integrated software and hardware system, designed to develop and 
deploy next-generation AI algorithms and applications at scale with high performance, accuracy, scale, and ease of use. 
DataScale is available in quarter rack, half rack, full rack, and multirack configurations. Each quarter rack system contains 
eight processors, which are called SambaNova Systems Reconfigurable Data Units (RDUs). A full rack system contains up 
to 32 RDUs. DataScale is built with a highly flexible modular architecture and, according to the company, seamlessly 
scales to hundreds of systems.  

DataScale is designed to easily integrate into existing datacenter environments thanks to its open standard rack,  
form factor, power, cooling, connectivity (Ethernet and PCIe), and operating system (Linux). The system comes with  
on-RDU SRAM, DDR DRAM, and RDU Connect connectivity fabric. It is designed to enable, on a single system, capabilities 
such as training trillion-parameter NLP models, high-resolution deep learning on 50K x 50K images, and running 
recommendation engines with very large embeddings. 

DataScale is an integrated platform based on SambaNova Systems Reconfigurable Dataflow Architecture (RDA), the company's 
software-defined hardware approach. RDA was specifically designed to eliminate the deficiencies caused by instruction sets 
that bottleneck conventional hardware, allowing for more efficient execution of a broad range of applications.  

At the heart of RDA is the RDU chip, branded as the SambaNova Systems Cardinal SN10. The processor is manufactured 
by TSMC on its 7nm process, contains 40 billion transistors, has >300 megabytes of on-chip memory that directly 
interfaces with terabytes of off-chip memory, and delivers >300 BF16 TFLOPS.  

DataScale runs SambaFlow, open software for DataScale systems that includes a runtime environment; a dataflow 
optimizer, compiler, and assembler; high-level library APIs and dataflow graphs; a dataflow graph analyzer; and, on top of 
that, PyTorch, TensorFlow, or a user's graph. An important feature for clouds and supercomputers is that the system 
enables mixed high-performance workloads, concurrent application isolation, and secure multitenancy. 

SambaNova Systems has published numerous benchmarks that demonstrate how its system performs vis-à-vis 
traditional platforms. IDC does not publish benchmarks or comment on them, but organizations are strongly advised to 
inform themselves on these results, which are available in the public domain. 

How SambaNova Systems Addresses Today's Challenges 

SambaNova Systems' codesign of software and hardware properties is built to enable high-performance processing of  
high-resolution images, pushing computer vision boundaries far beyond 4K. The SambaFlow software stack that runs on 
the DataScale platform provides automated native software support for tiled input images so that these images are 
equivalent to nontiled images. Tiling is what businesses end up doing with their computer vision models in order to avoid 
out-of-memory errors, or they cluster systems using disaggregation of the computational workflows to individual nodes. 
Furthermore, many businesses are forced to down sample the original resolution of images used to train models, which 
results in a loss of detailed model input and a loss of accuracy. SambaNova Systems' differentiated Reconfigurable 
Dataflow Architecture enables computer vision models to be trained using the true resolution of the original  
high-resolution image to yield best-in-class levels of accuracy.  
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With regard to NLP models such as BERT or GPT, as these transformer models continue to grow, an urgent problem has 
arisen as to how to deploy them in real time. Various techniques have been developed to reduce the models and make 
them more compact with lower latency while retaining their accuracy, which is critical for such applications as digital 
assistants and search engines. Traditional architectures struggle with compact models because of their kernel-based 
execution, which limits latency reduction, whereas SambaNova Systems' dataflow-optimized chip removes this barrier 
for online inferencing while delivering high accuracy. At the same time, Transformer-based GPT models are pushing 
model parameter counts higher to yield higher levels of accuracy. This has introduced another challenge for conventional 
solutions, which struggle to perform because of architectural constraints. SambaNova Systems' Reconfigurable Dataflow 
Architecture helps free organizations from the constraints of those conventional solutions.   

SambaNova Systems addresses today's challenges with recommendation engines — the fact that greater accuracy 
means increasing the embedding sizes leading to high memory requirements for the enlarged model — with a method 
based on vertical engineering through its integrated software and hardware stack rather than tiling the model or 
reducing the embedding dimensions to fit in memory. 

Challenges for SambaNova Systems 

SambaNova Systems is a relatively young company that has designed, developed, and manufactured an impressive 
processor, integrated system, and subscription service based on its dataflow philosophy. Its solutions have been 
successfully tested by some of the most prominent national labs and commercial enterprises, and the company has 
subjected its platform to a variety of benchmarking tests, with good results. The company is run by industry veterans and 
has been supported by elite venture capitalists and strategic investors. SambaNova Systems has raised over $1 billion in 
funding and now has a $5 billion+ valuation. 

The company has very clearly identified a significant gap in the performance-intensive computing market, namely that AI 
models are getting bigger while accuracy requirements are increasing, a combination that tends to choke traditional 
systems. By designing a system from the ground up to address this situation, SambaNova has been able to shed a lot of 
legacy processor, system, and software design that is limiting traditional solutions. The latter are also typically 
multivendor solutions rather than a single-vendor integrated and optimized system. Furthermore, the company has 
immediately made its systems available on an as-a-service basis, an option that most other systems vendors are only 
reluctantly starting to offer even as businesses are asking for it with increasing force.   

That said, the vendors that design and market the various components for today's traditional solutions are heavyweights 
in the technology industry with enough muscle to make hyperscalers blink first or drive worldwide markets in one 
direction or another. These vendors have historical and global brand-name recognition and an installed base that in some 
cases approaches more than 90% of the market. While these incumbents will publicly state that they're not threatened 
by the likes of SambaNova, they will keep a very close eye on what the company is doing differently to continuously 
narrow the gap between themselves and SambaNova. If SambaNova Systems becomes a serious threat — for example, 
with several key wins or by displacing incumbents in high-profile installations — competitors will counter by increasing 
their R&D, PR, and marketing efforts. 

Every new success for SambaNova Systems has the potential to prompt the incumbent competition to react.  
As SambaNova Systems enters the next stage of growth, its founders will have to stay ahead of incumbents' innovations 
with an aggressive and relentlessly executed road map. 
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Conclusion 
Businesses are transitioning from merely launching isolated AI initiatives to becoming 
intelligent enterprises, which means that they — as organizations — must develop the 
ability to continuously synthesize information, to learn, and to deliver insights at scale, 
often in real time. Three AI use cases that are particularly relevant (and rewarding) for 
this transition are NLP, recommendation engines, and computer vision. However, these 
use cases are also among the most complex from a development and deployment 
perspective, requiring performance-intensive computing platforms. IDC has seen many 
such performance-intensive computing platforms evolve after the past several years to 
address AI workloads, typically with technologies that were originally not intended for 
AI. Now, however, we are also seeing completely new AI platforms (hardware, software, 
and services) that have been designed for AI from the ground up.  

These new solutions shed all the unnecessary overhead from features required for 
general-purpose computing, and they add technologies for processing AI algorithms in 
the most efficient way. One such prominent platform is SambaNova Systems, which IDC 
believes is addressing many pain points for organizations that are on their way to 
becoming intelligent enterprises. SambaNova Systems provides an integrated platform 
of hardware and software that delivers extremely fast performance for AI use cases 
based on a completely different and highly efficient compute approach. The platform 
features an easy-to-use and recognizable software stack for developers and data scientists, but businesses can also 
choose to leverage SambaNova Systems' AI modeling services to accelerate the launch of their AI projects. Further, in 
response to an increasing need to limit capital expenditures in the datacenter, SambaNova Systems is making its platform 
available on a subscription basis. 
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New AI platforms, 
designed for AI 
from the ground up 
— meaning on an 
AI-specific 
processor and with 
a specially designed 
full stack and set of 
services in an 
optimized platform 
— are threatening 
to disrupt the 
industry.  
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

About SambaNova 

With the mission of bringing AI accessibility to global enterprises and public sector organizations, SambaNova Systems 
is an AI innovation company that empowers organizations to deploy best-in-class solutions for true resolution 
computer vision, natural language processing, recommendation systems, and AI for science. SambaNova's flagship 
offering, Dataflow-as-a-ServiceTM, helps organizations rapidly deploy AI in days, unlocking new revenue and boosting 
operational efficiency. SambaNova's DataScale® is an integrated software and hardware system using Reconfigurable 
Dataflow ArchitectureTM, along with open standards and user interfaces. Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, 
SambaNova Systems was founded in 2017 by industry luminaries, and hardware and software design experts from 
Sun/Oracle and Stanford University. Investors include SoftBank Vision Fund 2, and funds and accounts managed by 
BlackRock, Intel Capital, GV, Walden International, Temasek, GIC, Redline Capital, Atlantic Bridge Ventures, Celesta, and 
several others. 
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